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1. Introduction 

 Syntactic structure and phonetic form are usually analyzed as separate systems, with syntactic 

structure determining aspects of the final phonetic form. This can be seen, for example, when 

asymmetrical syntactic structures correspond to the linear production of the phonetic form. 

Hierarchical syntactic structure seems to determine much of the physical expression of language 

and we use this assumption as we study hierarchical structure by examining the physical 

expression of an utterance. However, usually a close examination of the physical aspects of 

language is kept separate from an analysis of the hierarchical structure. This paper will show a 

close relationship between the physical form of language and the hierarchical structures being 

investigated. This ‘interface’ between the syntactic structure and the phonetic form of the utterance 

gives us important information about the foundational hierarchies of syntactic structure. 

The issues at work here are at the heart of the study of hierarchical structure. Syntactic 

structure is not knowable the naked ear: only the surface word order can be explicitly perceived. So 

in order to investigate hierarchical structure at all, there has to be a connection between the data 

we have (word order) and the structures we are trying to determine (constituent hierarchy). 

Higginbotham (1983) argues that we must divorce linear order and hierarchical structure: if linear 

order were the only thing determining hierarchical structure, syntactic structure would be 

simplistic. We would not have to use analyses that resort to movement or copies in order to satisfy 

both syntactic requirements and surface word order. Since the syntactic structure of constituents 

and the linear order of words do not perfectly align, Higginbotham’s solution is to treat 

linearization and hierarchical structure as separate. In doing so, many syntactic structures that 

break the rules (lines crossing etc.) can be used to explain phenomena like discontinuous 

constituents. However, if structure is divorced from linearization, what data should predictions 

about structure be based on?  
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It is possible to go in completely the opposite direction concerning the relationship between 

word order and hierarchy. Kayne (1994) argues for a close relationship between hierarchical 

structure and linear order, since the study of hierarchical structure must be based on linear order if 

it is to be based on natural language data. For Kayne, the anti-symmetrical properties of phrase 

structure are inherited from the anti-symmetry of linear order. Phrase structure is then tightly 

constrained by linear order. This makes strong predictions against discontinuous constituents (at 

the level of syntax) and multidominance. If linear order and phrase structure were not as tightly 

entwined, structures with discontinuous constituents would be more easily modeled, but the 

predictive power of the constrained model would be lost. What I am arguing for in this paper is 

not completely throwing out the linear-order-constrained phrase structure, but that linear order 

might not be completely determined by hierarchical structure (i.e. that there might be non-

syntactic forces acting on linearization). Kayne's model predicts that we must have antisymmetry 

in phrase structure, and that is directly tied to antisymmetry in linear order. In this paper I provide 

evidence for a linear ordering that is simultaneous, not antisymmetric. Since the antisymmetric 

relationship cannot be inherited from linear order in a simultaneous case, what is the hierarchical 

structure? And if we have a structure divorced from linear order, how is linearization accomplished? 

So, the starting point for investigating syntactic structure is the surface linear order of the 

words of the utterance. We assume that certain word orders are based in antisymmetrical 

relationships between constituents. However, there are some aspects of syntactic structure that are 

difficult to determine because they are implicit in antisymmetrical relationships. Since American 

Sign Language (ASL) offers the potential of parallel transmission of information, investigation of 

syntactic structures such as adjunction, focus, and question marking in ASL offers explicit evidence 

for structures that are implicit in spoken language.  

This paper will look at nonmanual negation in ASL to investigate the syntactic structure 

of negation. The scope of negation is determined in part by the c-command relationship between 

the head of negation and the negated constituent, but the duration of scope is not overtly marked 

in English. In this paper, I will show that in ASL the scope of negation is explicitly marked with 

a simultaneous morpheme. This provides evidence for the structure of NegP that is not possible 
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to see in a spoken language where only the head of negation is overtly marked. Antisymmetrical 

relationships determine the linear order of the head of negation with respect to its scope, but the 

restriction in spoken language of only being able to say one word at a time erases the potential of 

overtly marking scope duration. By investigating the properties of the simultaneously-articulated 

morpheme of negation, it is possible to see different angles of syntactic structures.   

 

2. ASL Articulation and structure 

American Sign Language (ASL) is the visio-gestural language used by the Deaf community 

primarily in the United States. The basic unit of sign languages is the SIGN. Sign languages use 

arm, torso, head, and facial movements to articulate signs. Signs can be inflected for person, 

number, tense, etc. like a word in a spoken language. A sign is defined by a movement, a location, 

and a handshape (Perlmutter 1992). Minimal pairs can be found for each of these parameters of a 

sign, for example, two signs could use the same movement and location, but differ in handshape.  

 

2.1 The parts of a sign – movement 

Every sign has a movement, and it is analogous to the nucleus of a spoken language syllable. A 

movement may be either PRIMARY or SECONDARY; primary movement involves proximal joint 

movement, and secondary movement is defined by distal movement. For example, as shown in 1, 

the movement of the sign CANDLE1 is only the wiggling of the fingers, the most distal part of the 

arm. Many other signs have only primary movement, such as THINK, shown in 2, which uses 

shoulder/elbow movement to touch the index finger to the forehead. A monomorphemic sign can 

only have one primary movement (Sandler & Lillo-Martin 2006). However, a sign can have both 

a primary and secondary movement, as in the sign FIRE shown in 3, where the primary movement 

is a circular movement in front of the torso, and the secondary movement is wiggling the fingers 

for the duration of the sign.  

                                                 
1 Signs are usually written as an English gloss with small capital letters, so the sign for ‘excited’ is written as 

EXCITED. Photos used by permission of Bill Vicars and www.lifeprint.com © 2004. All forms are given as the 

isolation form unless otherwise specified. 
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(1) CANDLE  (2) THINK  (3) FIRE 

  

 

2.2 The parts of a sign – location 

If the movement of a sign can be thought of as the nucleus, the location can be thought of as the 

onset and coda. A starting and ending location can be specified for a sign. The sign SILLY begins 

with the hand up near the face on the right side in 4. The downward and across movement of the 

sign concludes at the ending location below the left shoulder in 5.  

 

(4) SILLY – location 1  (5) SILLY – location 2 

  

As in 2 (THINK) above, a sign can perhaps be analyzed as having only one place specification (i.e. 

forehead). However, THINK (and other such signs) could be analyzed as having a starting place 

near the forehead, and an ending place on the forehead. 
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2.3 The parts of a sign – handshape 

The last major defining characteristic of a sign is the handshape. Handshape is normally constant 

throughout a sign, as in SILLY above. However, secondary movement can involve a change in 

handshape, as hands are, of course, more distal than the other parts of the arm used in primary 

movement. For example, the sign DESTROY in 8-9 begins with a ‘5’ handshape shown in 6, but 

after the hands come together in the middle of the sign, the handshape changes to the ‘A’ 

handshape shown in 7. 

 

(6) ‘5’ handshape     (7) ‘A’ handshape   (8) DESTROY – 1  (9) DESTROY – 2  

 

 

There have been analyses that separate handshape into smaller parts, using such terminology as 

‘selected fingers’ (Brentari 1998) to describe constraints on handshape change within a single sign. 

Under such an analysis, the flexion of the selected fingers can change, but which fingers are selected 

cannot (Keane 2013). In DESTROY above, all fingers are selected and flexed at the beginning, and 

at the end, all fingers change their flexion together – there are not, for example, two or three fingers 

left behind with the original degree of flexion. The selected fingers terminology allows for 

predictions about how handshape can or cannot change significantly during a specified sign. 

 

2.4 Nonmanuals in ASL 

Besides the main articulators of the arms and hands, many ASL signs make use of the head and 

face for all or part of the sign. Some signs, for example signs for emotions, have manual and 

nonmanual components. The nonmanual component of the sign for an emotion word usually has 

an iconic facial expression component, i.e. for the sign EXCITED the speaker makes an ‘excited’ 
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facial expression, with raised eyebrows and the lips spread to show the teeth in a smile. The 

emotion signs also have a manual movement, in the case of EXCITED, circular movements of the 

spread hands in front of the chest. The manual and nonmanual components are articulated at the 

same time. There are also some signs that have only a nonmanual component. Some functional 

elements, like agreement, are marked with only nonmanual elements. Nonmanuals can also be 

used for lexical elements, like adverbs. These nonmanual adverbs are produced while the hands are 

articulating the manual signs of the verb phrase. Multiple nonmanuals can also be articulated at 

the same time. The eyebrow articulation of a yes-no question can be articulated while the 

headshake of nonmanual negation is also produced (Sandler & Lillo-Martin 2006).  

 

3 Syntax and scope of negation 

When determining the syntactic structure of negation, one aspect that must be considered is the 

position of NegP in the clausal hierarchy. This can be determined by looking at the relative linear 

ordering of negation marking with respect to other structural markers like tense and agreement. 

We base our structures on the premise that linear order is determined by syntactic structure, so we 

can use linear order to determine the hierarchical clausal structure. This works well for 

investigating the relationships between functional heads. The phonetic form, i.e. the linear order 

of phrases, provides evidence for the hierarchical structure, and the hierarchical structure 

determines the semantic content of the utterance. 

This brings us to the question of the scope of negation: what exactly is semantically 

negated? We can use linear order to determine where NegP should be located in the hierarchy, but 

how can we use the position of NegP to determine scope? Usually in order to determine this, we 

rely on eliciting semantic judgements, and then fitting the syntactic analysis to fit those 

judgements. The structural position of the negation marker also plays a role: the more that falls in 

the c-command domain of NegP, the more that is within the scope of negation. Klima (1964) 

makes the connection between the c-command domain and the scope explicit: s-structure c-

command domains map directly onto LF scope. So, if NegP is structurally higher than AgrP, and 

AgrP then is c-commanded by negation, then agreement is in the scope of negation. This 
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simplistic analysis of the scope of negation has been contested in the literature (Moscati 2006) 

since the semantic judgements of negation do not always match up with the predictions based on 

c-command relationships alone. In order to accommodate what the utterances actually mean, the 

scope of negation must not align strictly with the syntactic structure, so the analysis of the scope 

of negation is based on syntactic structure before movement or some other method of 

accommodating the mismatch between surface form and elicited meaning. ASL, however, 

provides a different surface form that allows for investigation of the scope of negation on an 

articulatory level rather than eliciting semantic judgements.  

In a language where only the head of NegP is explicitly marked, the duration of the scope 

of negation must be inferred from structural relationships between NegP and other phrases. We 

can refine our understanding of scope by eliciting the semantic judgements from speakers, and 

change the inferred surface form relationships accordingly. But in ASL, the duration of the scope 

of negation is marked with a simultaneous morpheme. This provides evidence for a relationship 

between syntactic structure and scope based on articulation, not semantic judgement.  

 

3.1 Syntax of negation in ASL 

The basic clause structure of ASL, shown in 10, puts negation below TP but above aspect and 

agreement (Neidle 2000). It has been argued that the subject of a clause in ASL appears in Spec 

TP (Neidle 2000, Sandler & Lillo-Martin 2006), so the subject is above negation. However, there 

is some evidence from the spreading of nonmanual negation onto the subject that perhaps the 

subject is not that high in the structure (Sandler & Lillo-Martin 2006).  

(10) 
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One of the typical methods for determining the syntactic structure in a language is to look at the 

linear order of words. We usually assume that if something has linear precedence, it is also higher 

in the structural hierarchy. So, to determine whether NegP is higher than TP, for example, we will 

look at whether tense marking or negation marking is linearly first in a sentence. The ordering of 

functional phrases determines the syntactic hierarchy.  

 

For ASL, there have been some disputes over the position of NegP and other functional phrases 

like TP, and where elements like Subject should be located in the hierarchy. Disagreements arise 

not because the linear order of constituents is so variable, but because there is a layer of simultaneity 

in ASL that we don’t see in spoken language. Simultaneity is another window we can use to see 

what the structure is doing behind the scenes of linear order.  

 

3.2 Functional structure and simultaneous articulation 
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One of the claims that this paper is attempting to make is that there is a relationship between the 

parallel transmission of information and functional structure. To put it another way, the 

simultaneity of ASL nonmanuals and manual signs corresponds to a relationship between 

functional and lexical structure. While not the case for every functional phrase or every nonmanual, 

there seems to be a clear trend of nonmanuals in ASL marking functional structure. Many 

functional projections in ASL can be marked solely with nonmanuals, even if there is an optional 

manual sign. Negation is one such projection, and one that will be analyzed in detail in the 

phonetics portion (§ 2.1-2.4) of this paper. However, agreement, question-marking, focus, and 

topicalization are also marked nonmanually. Aspect can be marked by modifying the manual verb 

articulation, which is technically manual, but indicates a level of simultaneity rather than a strict 

linear ordering of functional projections.  

Manual negation with NOT is articulated in NegP as described above, and the starting point 

of nonmanual negation is assumed to align with NegP as well (whether or not manual negation is 

expressed). How should the length of nonmanual negation be explained? I present two hypotheses: 

1. INITIAL PEAK OF ARTICULATION AND TRAIL OFF: the nonmanual negation starts where 

the manual negation is articulated (or would be), and continues since there is no competing 

articulation. The trailing off articulation does not have a (syntactically) relevant endpoint. 

This predicts that the length of negation is determined by other non-syntactic factors like 

the need to use the head/neck in the articulation of another sign. 

2. EXPLICIT SCOPE MARKING: Under this hypothesis, the nonmanual negation begins at the 

start of the scope of negation (which is indicated by the manual negation position), and 

continues through the entire scope. The trailing off articulation is incidental, and the 

endpoint of the nonmanual should align with the endpoint of negation scope. This predicts 

that the length of negation is directly tied to syntactic/semantic structure. 

In order to determine the timing and length of nonmanual negation, this study tracks the 

movement of manual signs and the shape and length of the nonmanual movement. Two forms of 

nonmanual negation were analyzed: standard and intense (articulatory properties described below 

in §5) in order to determine the syntactic relevance of the length of articulation. The intense 
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version of negation is crucial for determining the endpoint of negation since it does not ‘trail off’ 

as it is articulated like the standard nonmanual negation. 

 

4. Methods 

4.1 Video data - the use of corpus video 

For this study, I used videos of 12 native ASL signers. The videos were chosen from the ASL 

Language Research Project corpus (ASLLRP) and the public videos of DeafVideoTV, a website 

for speakers of ASL to upload messages to the ASL-speaking community. The signers were 

standing and a straight-facing, eye-level camera angle was used. The ASLLRP corpus includes 

profile and facial close-up camera views, as well as a whole torso view. Since I was looking at 

nonmanual morphemes articulated on the face, I used the facial close-up view to look at the 

articulation of the face. For the manual signs, I used the full torso view. Since the DeafVideoTV 

videos only had one camera angle, I looked at both the manual articulation and the nonmanual 

articulation in the same full-torso view. 

The core set of videos used in the negation half of study are from the ASLLRP corpus. 

The ASLLRP is a corpus of native signers signing narratives. Each signer had a main camera and 

a face close-up camera. The videos were then transcribed with ASL glosses indicating not only the 

manual signs but also any nonmanual markers. For this study, I found 63 instances of negation by 

searching the glosses for instances of NO and NOT, as well as the gloss for nonmanual negation, 

indicated by ‘neg’. After analyzing the videos from the ASLLRP, I turned to the wider online 

video corpus of ASL videos. 10% of the videos of nonmanual negation came from the Deaf Video 

TV and other Deaf video channels, for a total of 70 videos and 8 signers in the negation half of 

the study.  

By studying videos of native signers communicating with native signers, problems with 

unnatural signing directed at English speakers are avoided. While a certain amount of ‘mouthings’ 

are always present on some signs in ASL, when speaking to non-native signers, speakers tend to 

mouth the English words that correspond to the manual signs (Bickford 2006). These mouthings, 

while they can help English speakers understand ASL, can also change the articulation or even 
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occurrence of the nonmanual morphemes that are articulated with the face. Relatedly, eliciting 

nonmanuals like adverbs proves difficult as signers try to find an exact manual sign for English 

lexical items. Explicit instruction on using nonmanuals would endanger the naturalness of the 

speech. The nonmanuals are more plentiful in ASL-speaker directed signing than in English-

speaker directed signing, and the signing is as natural as possible. Using videos intended for other 

ASL speakers allows for more natural speech with more opportunity to use the nonmanual signs. 

The DeafVideoTV videos are excellent in this respect. The videos are filmed by Deaf people for 

other Deaf people, so there is not the risk that the speakers will be accommodating of English 

speakers in their ASL. The ASLLRP videos were recorded carefully to insure that the ASL 

speakers used only ASL. The fact of being recorded for research may have caused the speakers to 

use a slightly different register than they would use when speaking in a more informal context.  

 

4.2 Video analysis 

The negation videos were analyzed in MATLAB (version 2013b). The relevant parts of the 

signing are the timing of the manual signs and the timing of the nonmanual negation-marking 

headshake. The timings (marked by initial point of movement and endpoint of movement) 

indicate the length of the sign. Usually the manual sign that is most relevant for the negation 

timing is the first sign of the sentence or the verb. The initial point of the timing of the verb (or 

first sign of the sentence) is determined by the change in direction of manual movement from the 

preceding and following manual signs. The timing of the negation headshake was measured by 

looking at the length of the arc of the headshake as well as the speed of the shaking.  

 

4.2.1 Color extraction 

The different articulators tracked with color extraction were the arms, the hands, the fingers, the 

head, and the mouth. The movements of the various articulators were tracked using color 

extraction in MATLAB. The background and clothing colors were discarded, and the articulators 

were highlighted by choosing a minimum of three shades from each articulator. Because color 

extraction finds all pixels of that color in a frame, the process is prone to including similar-colored 
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elements like other areas of exposed skin. This is beneficial for tracking the arms and hands since 

more of the relevant surface area is picked up by only a few colors.  

 

Figure 1: Articulator pixels extracted from 1 frame of video 

 

The colors extracted from the various shades of each articulator were compiled into one matrix for 

that articulator for a single frame of video. The color-extracted pixels for all articulators are then 

saved in a MATLAB matrix for that frame of the video. The extracted pixels of one frame are 

displayed in Figure 1, where the axes are the pixels (1920x1080). 

Each articulator can be analyzed separately for the timing of the various movements. Noise 

from neighboring articulators is discarded manually by excluding pixels outside a certain range. 

This is done by both cropping out outlying pixels and by restricting analyses to a smaller range for 

several frames.  

Other problems with color extraction as a method of tracking movement arise because the 

colors can vary slightly depending on the lighting and shadows created during movement. For 

example, if the hand moves between the light source and the face, a shadow on the face darkens 

the colors. This requires the colors to be less restrictive in their matching in order to pick up the 

darker/lighter shades than appear in the representative frame that the colors are chosen from. 

However, less restriction means more noise from other similar-colored pixels. Alternately, a more 

restrictive color range could be extracted, but for the shadowed frames the ranges would be 

different. Both strategies were used depending on the difference in color shades and the number 
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of disrupted frames. In general, I attempted to have a single range of colors extracted for each video 

clip in order to avoid ad hoc manual manipulation of the data. For three longer clips (i.e. videos 

with more than one utterance), I was forced to analyze the video in sections with different color 

ranges as the signer shifted position/shadowing over the course of the video. 

 

4.2.2 Manual sign timing 

The beginning and end of the verb are determined by the changes in direction of the arm 

movements when the initial and final HOLDS (Sandler & Lillo-Martin 2006) of the verbs are 

reached. Holds are the starting and ending locations of the verb movement. The hands move from 

wherever they are from the previous sign to the first hold of the verb. The direction of movement 

changes once the hands are in the starting position for the verb. The same thing happens when 

the verb reaches the final hold of the verb: the direction of movement changes to get into position 

for the subsequent sign. These changes in movement direction are the articulatory markers of the 

beginning and end of the verb. The verb’s manual sign timing is matched to the lip rounding 

timing determined by the ellipse analysis. 

Because the direction of movement is used to determine the timing of the verb, only verbs 

with primary movement, or movement from the shoulder or elbow joints, were used (described 

above in §2). While the movement of signs with only secondary movement may be apparent from 

a manual-annotation perspective, the color extraction technique does not provide the right kind of 

data to show when movement begins or ends. The primary movement can be easily picked up by 

the color extraction technique as the hand and arm move across the contrasting background. The 

change in pixel location is determined by comparing the matrices of color-extracted pixels from 

one frame to the next. The locations of the pixels of the hand match the locations of the color-

extracted pixels in the matrix. The timing of the manual gestures can then be determined by 

finding the change in movement direction by comparing the location of the color extracted pixels 

from frame to frame. If secondary movement were used, there would be very little location change 

from frame to frame or even over several frames.  
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The manual sign movements were tracked with the color extraction technique. Because the 

hands are generally in front of clothing or background, it is usually trivial to track them with little 

noise. First, three colors were extracted for the arms and hand together. Because the hand is the 

most distal part of the arm, it generally has the greatest change in location during the movement. 

This greater change makes it easier to measure when direction change occurs. The instant of 

direction change was narrowed down to 4 frames by manual examination, and the location 

narrowed down to only the pixels around the hand. The horizontal and vertical movement of the 

hand were determined by looking at the change in the extracted pixels from frame to frame. The 

change in direction of hand movement corresponds to the minimum or maximum x or y pixels 

reached by the hands. These minima/maxima correspond to the endpoints of the verbs, or the 

initial and final holds (Sandler & Lillo-Martin 2006). 

For measuring the relative timing of the head shake negation and the manual signs, the 

signs close to the initial and final points of the head shake were tracked. In almost all cases, the 

sign around the initial point of the head shake was either the verb or the initial manual sign of 

sentence. The endpoint of the headshake was almost always the endpoint of the utterance. 

 

4.3 Point tracking for negation head shake 

Because the head shake movement of nonmanual negation does not involve a change of movement 

against the background a color segmentation analysis was not viable for tracking the movement of 

nonmanual negation’s headshake. Instead, fixed points on the head were manually input for each 

frame, and the movement of the average of those points was tracked. Four points in total were 

tracked for each frame: the outside corners of the eyes, a point in the middle of the forehead, and 

the tip of the nose, as in Figure 2.  
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Figure 2: Four points tracked in each frame

For each frame, the x and y coordinates of the average point were saved in a matrix. By the change 

in those average x and y points for each frame, the movement of the head was tracked over time. 

The noise of the incidental vertical movement was separated from the horizontal movement of the 

head shake. The horizontal movement curves were smoothed and the movement data from the 

manual articulators was integrated, like with the adverb movement, by marking the endpoints 

(changes in movement direction) of the manual signs. As elaborated in the results below, while the 

initial point of the head shake could be clearly located within the utterance, the endpoint of 

negation aligned with the end of the utterance. 

 

5. Results 

Negation in ASL can be accomplished with a two main strategies. There is a manual sign, NOT, 

which is articulated with a closed hand brushing under the chin. This manual sign is produced 
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before the negated constituent. NOT has been analyzed (Neidle 2000) as marking the head of 

NegP. Manual negation can be articulated independently of any nonmanual negation. 

Nonmanual negation is articulated with a horizontal head shake. There are two main 

versions of the head shake. The first, canonical nonmanual negation, begins with a wide arc and 

continues with smaller and smaller arcs through the scope of negation in Figure 3. This is usually 

through the end of the sentence. Since the corpus data did not have examples of complex sentences 

where there were non-negated constituents after the negated TP or VP, it is difficult to say whether 

the ending of the nonmanual negation aligns with the ending of some particular, syntactically-

relevant sign, or just continues through the end of the utterance regardless.  

 

Figure 3: Horizontal shaking movement of the head over one utterance 
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The second type of nonmanual negation is the intense version in Figure 4. Like many ASL 

signs, when you add intensity, the movements become clipped, shorter, and faster. Intense 

nonmanual negation is articulated with head shaking like canonical nonmanual negation, but the 

arcs of the movements are very short. I measured 30-50% more shakes in the same length of time 

per speaker, so the arcs are also faster. The intense nonmanual negation is harder to distinguish 

from noise in the movement data because the movements are so small.  

 

Figure 4: Horizontal shaking movement over one utterance with intense negation 

 

 

 

Either form of nonmanual negation can be produced whether the manual sign NOT is produced 

or not. However, when the manual sign is present, the nonmanual negation does not have to be 

articulated over the whole NegP; it can be restricted to a single head shake during the articulation 

of the manual sign NOT. The nonmanual negation is free to continue through the rest of NegP, 

but it is not obligatory. However, if the manual sign is not present in the sentence, then the 

nonmanual negation head shake must obligatorily continue through NegP. This distribution has 

been described in the literature (Neidle 2000), and the data in my study confirms this. 

The headshake of negation often (20/70 tokens) occurs throughout the entire utterance, 

like in the intense negation graph above. When this happens, the negation is aligned with the 

initial sign of the sentence, and the endpoint of negation aligns with the endpoint of the manual 

signs in the utterance. There is no indication of direction of lag (t-test, p>.1).  
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Figure 5: Shaking movement aligned with manual verb 

 

 

When the initial point of the headshake is not concurrent with the initial point of the utterance, 

the initial point of the utterance aligns with the initial point of the verb movement (i.e. the change 

in manual movement direction), as in Figure 5. There is no indication of direction of lag (t-test 

p>.1). In most cases (46/70) the negation continues for the duration of the utterance and only ends 

when the utterance ends (though the length of the arc does decrease over time as discussed above). 

In a few cases (4/70), the nonmanual negation only lasts for a single headshake. These were cases 

when the manual sign NOT was also present, which allows for the nonmanual negation to be 

restricted to just the single headshake. These cases were not investigated in this study and will be 

discussed in further work. It is clear that the initial point of the negation headshake has some 

relationship with the syntactic structure: the initial point aligns with either the initial point of the 

sentence, or the initial point of NegP. The endpoint of the negation headshake is more difficult 
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to determine in the ‘canonical’ headshake that diminishes over time, but the ‘intense’ version makes 

it clear that the negation does continue through the end of the utterance. This is evidence in 

support of the EXPLICIT SCOPE MARKING HYPOTHESIS. The negation headshake does not end at 

some arbitrary point after trailing off: it continues through the end of the syntactic/semantic 

structure. 

 

6. Analysis: negation as explicit scope marking 

The results of the phonetic study are in concordance with the literature about the syntax of 

negation and where the nonmanual negation marking appears. The negation marking begins 

before the verb but after any tense marking, indicating that NegP is below TP. But the nonmanual 

negation also continues past where the manual sign NOT ends. This gives us some indication of 

the scope of negation. The negation marking typically continues through the end of the sentence.  

In French, constituent negation uses two parts: ne and pas. Ne appears before the negated 

AuxP constituent, and pas appears after (Pollock 1989). So the scope of negation is marked in 

French by the combination of these two words. Syntactic treatments of ne...pas have put pas in 

NegP below AuxP, but with ne in Spec AuxP marking the start of negation scope. This is possible 

because NegP is a sister to Aux, so the negation is allowed to have scope over the Aux (Bouchard 

1995). Negation also has scope over everything is c-commands. This analysis can also be used for 

ASL negation, where the scope is marked explicitly by the nonmanual headshake. In most 

negation cases in this study, the headshake continues from the verb through the end of the 

sentence. If NegP in ASL is said to c-command VP, the scope marking makes sense: the 

headshake continues through the c-command domain of NegP. This is not surprising, but ASL 

provides explicit evidence for this interpretation of negation scope.  

Since we have some explicit, articulatory evidence for the scope of negation, we can use 

that to test the validity of syntactic analyses of negation. Zanuttini (1991, p. 153) has a constraint 

on the assignment of sentential scope to negation: ‘Negation can take sentential scope only if at s-

structure it is in a position from which it c-commands both the Tense Phrase and the Agreement 

Phrase.’ If we look at the articulatory data from this study, we can see that when the nonmanual 
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negation marker is articulated over the whole utterance and the manual negation marker NOT is 

present, the manual NOT does occur at the beginning of the utterance.  

 

(11) neg (headshake)   

 NOT  TOMORROW MOTHER BUY   CAR 

 Mother will not buy a car tomorrow. 

 

11 is an example of sentential negation scope being explicitly marked while also having the manual 

sign NOT present. In this case, the manual sign is in a linearly precedent position from which it c-

commands not only the subject and verb, but also the tense-marking adverb TOMORROW. This is 

evidence to support Zanuttini’s (1991) analysis of scope as being dependent on the c-command 

domain of negation.  

 

6.2 ASL ‘Intense’ negation 

The results of this phonetic study also show some differences from the literature, particularly in 

the articulation of ‘intense’ nonmanual negation and the timing of the peak of nonmanual adverbs. 

Typically, nonmanuals that mark a functional domain like agreement or negation have their peak 

of intensity initially and have smaller and/or slower movements as the articulation continues 

(Neidle et al 2000, Sandler & Lillo-Martin 2005). The canonical nonmanual negation seen here 

fits that pattern. The initial peak could be used to mark when the NegP appears in the sentence, 

and the headshake declines in amplitude following the point of origin.  While the concept of an 

initial peak of articulation is tempting to connect the articulation to the syntax, the phonetic data 

do not completely support that analysis. For the intense version of nonmanual negation, it is less 

clear. The intensity of articulation appears to stay constant and high-intensity throughout. This 

may be due to the pragmatic prominence of negation in these examples. The negation articulation 

does not wane because the speaker wishes to emphasize the negation.  

The decrease in head shake length and intensity over time should probably be compared to 

declination of tone in spoken languages. Declination is a low level phonetic process where the 
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pitch of a sentence lowers gradually over time (Yip 2002). This process is important in languages 

where pitch is phonemic, and we might assume that declination could result in changes in the 

perceived tone, and thus some change in lexical items. However, unlike a phonological process like 

tonal downstep, declination is not perceived by speakers as changing the tone of a word, even if 

the absolute pitch of the word is changed significantly. The gradual decrease in head shake 

intensity is similar. The perceived marking of negation remains, even as the articulation changes.  

Furthermore, other nonmanuals do not fit the pattern of initial articulatory peak as 

described in the literature (Sandler & Lillo-Martin 2006). The nonmanual adverbs do not fit the 

pattern of initial intensity peak. The articulation of the nonmanual adverbs reaches its peak only 

at the center of the manual verb movement (Harmon 2015). If the INITIAL PEAK analysis is used 

to describe the articulation of the nonmanual adverbs, then the alignment of the verb and adverb 

centers is no longer apparent, as the peak occurs in the middle of the verb movement. This 

difference between nonmanual adverbs and nonmanuals like negation could indicate a syntactic 

difference. Furthermore, other nonmanual markers like eye gaze for object agreement do not seem 

to have a clear articulatory basis for a peak, initial or otherwise.  

 

6.3 Implications of nonmanual negation for investigating functional structure 

While the current paper looks at nonmanual negation, there is still much to be studied in 

nonmanuals in ASL. I have shown that there nonmanual negation seems to be aligned with the 

initial point of the manual movement. By looking at a greater variety of nonmanuals in ASL, and 

perhaps even branching into other sign languages, it could be possible to see how different syntactic 

structures are formed. One hypothesis would be that functional structures like question marking 

and focus would show initial alignment like nonmanual negation. This could indicate that there is 

some similarity in the syntax of the functional structure. Another hypothesis would be that 

different functional structures show different articulation or alignment. This could indicate that 

there is some difference in how the syntactic structures should be analyzed.  

 

7. Conclusions 
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The color extraction and point tracking methods used in this study could be further modified for 

use with the various nonmanual gestures found in sign languages. In this study I took my previous 

work (Harmon 2015) on nonmanual adverbs and modified the articulation-tracking methods to 

investigate nonmanual negation, but this method could be further modified to fit the requirements 

of the many other nonmanuals. For head movement gestures like agreement, looking at change in 

direction of movement using point tracking could be useful. The color extraction method is 

versatile since it is able to follow a single articulator automatically based on whatever specific shades 

are used in that particular video. The method could be improved by using video with a higher 

frame rate to obtain more precise temporal measurements. The method could also be used to look 

at concurrent phenomena besides facial morphemes in sign language, like changes in referent based 

on the spacial position of the torso. 

This study measured the timing relationship between nonmanual negation and manual 

signs and found that while negation and the scope of negation are simultaneous, the articulatory 

specifics are different from those of adverbs, with the peak of articulation intensity occurring 

initially rather than at the center. This perhaps gives us a glimpse into the difference between the 

syntax of lexical items like adverbs and functional phases like negation. There is a correlation 

between nonmanual elements in ASL and functional projections, and this gives us some 

information about the structure of the grammar that we do not as easily see in a spoken language. 

The hierarchical nesting of functional structure is not as easily seen with linearly ordered words or 

signs, but with simultaneously articulated structure the structure becomes clearer.  
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